NWS Huntsville: A Wet Christmas Expected for the Tennessee Valley

Current Operation Level

**Minimal Impacts**

*Impact Potential:*
Typically no or minimal inconvenience to daily routines.

*Safety:*
May pose a direct threat to life and property.

**Minor Impacts**

*Impact Potential:*
Typically results in some inconvenience to daily life or minor disruptions to daily life.

*Safety:*
Often threatening to life and property, some damage unavoidable. Life saving actions likely necessary.

**Major Impacts**

*Impact Potential:*
Typically results in major disruption to daily life.

*Safety:*
Property damage likely and life saving actions necessary.

**Significant Impact**

*Impact Potential:*
Typically results in significant disruption in daily life or long-lived disruption to daily life.
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Seasonably warmer conditions are still expected for the upcoming holiday weekend, before slightly cooler temperatures return after Christmas.

Low chances for light rain (20-30%) are also possible today, before rain chances increase during the evening hours Christmas Eve (90-100%) & continue thru Christmas Day. Rainfall will then begin to taper off late Monday night into Tuesday.

Breezy conditions are also expected late Christmas Eve thru Christmas Day, with sustained winds around 20-25 MPH & gusts near 30-35 MPH. A Wind Advisory may be required Sunday night & Monday.